Engineering of thermoelectric materials through hybridization with nanoparticles has been proved effective to boost their thermoelectric efficiency by providing the means to decouple thermal and electrical transport phenomena. Here, we report the synthesis of p-type Bi0.5Sb1.5Te3/X wt.% Sb2O3 (X=0, 1, 2, 4, 6) nanocomposites, in which the Sb2O3 nanoparticles are dispersed mainly at the grain boundaries of the Bi0.5Sb1.5Te3 matrix. It is shown that incorporation of up to 4 wt.% Sb2O3 into the matrix results in simultaneous enhancement of the Seebeck coefficient (by filtering of low energy charge carriers) and decline of thermal conductivity (mainly by charge carrier scattering at the interfaces), both of which contribute to improving the thermoelectric figure of merit to a maximum of 1.51 at 350 K. Moreover, the nanocomposites with 2, 4, and 6 wt.% Sb2O3 demonstrate ZT>1.0 up to 450 K, making them commercially appealing for thermoelectric applications at a wide temperature range. Furthermore, it is shown that Bi0.5Sb1.5Te3/4 wt.% Sb2O3 samples exhibit excellent thermal and chemical stability in ambient atmpsphere and 300-475 K temperature range over a 24-month period.
Introduction
Access to energy is a key element for human wellbeing and economic growth; however, providing sufficient energy to satisfy the mounting demand is an ongoing challenge for global development. Unfortunately, our primary energy systems have detrimental environmental impacts as they are dominated by fossil fuels which produce carbon dioxide (CO 2 ) and other greenhouse gases-the major cause of global climate change. Thus, the world needs a significant transition in its energy sources toward sustainable and renewable power production. One attractive approach in this regard is the harvesting of energy from waste heat by using thermoelectric materials and devices.
1, 2 The ability of a material to convert heat into electricity is evaluated by the dimensionless figure of merit ܼܶ ൌ ߪܵ ଶ ‫,ܭ/ܶ‬ where σ is the electrical conductivity, S is the Seebeck coefficient, and K is the thermal conductivity. These parameters are interrelated and are basically determined by transportation of charge carriers and phonons. Thus, decoupling of the electrical and thermal transport properties by nanostructuring and/or addition of nanosized 2 nd phases to thermoelectric materials has become the research focus in this field. With this approach, thermal conductivity is reduced by the scattering of long-wavelength phonons at the interfaces. However, the electrical conductivity will not be affected significantly due to the difference in the mean-free-path of phonons and electrons. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] Another benefit that may arise from the application of nano-sized 2 nd phases in thermoelectric materials is the improvement of the Seebeck coefficient by energy filtering. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] In this case, only charge carriers with high enough energies can overpass the interfacial potential barriers. Nishio and Hirano 13 suggested that the charge carriers with energies lower than the chemical potential have an opposite contribution to thermopower as compared to charge carriers with higher energies. Therefore, the elimination of lower energy charge carriers at potential barriers can increase the absolute value of the thermopower.
Bi-Sb-Te and Bi-Se-Te based alloys exhibit an excellent combination of thermal and electrical properties for thermoelectric energy conversion in the temperature range of 300-500 K. 14 Therefore, there has been a great interest in their application in near-room temperature thermoelectric devices. Following the nanostructuring approach, the figure of merit of these materials reach ~1. 
Chemical and structural characterization
The phase compositions were characterized by powder X-ray diffraction (Rigaku, Ultima III) with Cu Kα radiation.
Microstructural and chemical composition analysis of the samples was performed by a field-emission ultra high resolution scanning electron microscope (SEM; SU8200 Hitachi) equipped with an energy-dispersive spectrometer (EDS) and an energy-filtered back-scattered electron detector. Structural and localized chemical composition analyses of the samples were performed by a high-resolution field emission transmission electron microscope (JEOL, JEM-2100F) equipped with EDS and an annular scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM) detector.
Physical property measurements
The thermal diffusivity coefficient (D) was measured using a laser flash thermal analyser (ULVAC TC-7000). The heat capacity (C p ) was measured using a differential scanning calorimetry method (DSC, Netzsch STA 449). The total thermal conductivity (k) was then calculated using the formula k = D.ρ.C p , in which ρ is the density of the sample, obtained from its mass to volume ratio. To calculate the electronic thermal conductivity, the Wiedemann-Franz law (k e = σ.L.T) was used. The Lorenz number (L) was calculated as a function of temperature using the Fermi integral function. The electronic thermal conductivity was subtracted from the total thermal conductivity to obtain lattice thermal conductivity (k l ). The sintered disks were cut into rectangular bars for simultaneous electrical conductivity and Seebeck coefficient measurements using a commercial instrument (ZEM-2, ULVAC Shinku-Riko, Japan) with a standard four-probe configuration under a helium atmosphere. 
Thermoelectric properties
Figure 4(a) shows the temperature dependence of the Seebeck coefficient for p-type BST/X wt.% Sb 2 O 3 (X= 0, 1, 2, 4, and 6) samples between 300 and 475 K. The positive values of the Seebeck coefficient in all samples over the entire measuring temperature range indicate that the major charge carriers in pure BST and its composites with Sb 2 O 3 nanoparticles were holes (i.e. p-type semiconducting behaviour). It is noticed that the Seebeck coefficient of all samples initially increased with temperature, and after reaching a maximum value decreased. This is due to the excitation of minority carriers (i.e. electrons) at elevated temperatures. As pure BST has a small band gap of only ~0.2 eV, there are a significant number of minority carriers present at high temperatures whose thermoelectric effect opposes that of the majority carriers. 30 In fact, the measured Seebeck coefficient arising from the bipolar effect is a weighted average of two Seebeck coefficients contributed by electrons in the conduction band and holes in the valance band, expressed as:
where ܵ is the Seebeck coefficient, ߪ is the electrical conductivity, and ݊ and ‫‬ represent electron-and hole-related transport processes. Since the Seebeck coefficients for the two carriers are of opposite signs, the magnitude of ܵ reduces upon bipolar thermodiffusion at elevated temperatures.
The Seebeck coefficient of pure BST at room temperature was ~184 μV/K, but after the dispersion of 1, 2 and 4 wt. Better description of these results requires a comprehensive understanding of the band structure in the samples. Changes in the electronic structure are reflected in the carrier's effective mass, which in turn influences Seebeck coefficient of the specimens. This can be evaluated by the following equations from Boltzmann transport theory, 31 and using the single parabolic band (SPB) model approximation, 32, 33 assuming that the dominant mechanism of charge carrier scattering in pure BST samples is by acoustic phonons:
The Seebeck coefficient,
and the Fermi integral,
the Hall carrier concentration,
or
in which, ߟ is the reduced Fermi level, ݇ is the Boltzmann constant, ‫ݍ‬ is the elementary charge, ‫ݎ‬ is the scattering parameter, ܴ ு is the Hall coefficient, ݉ * is the density of state effective mass, ܶ is the absolute temperature, h is the Planck constant, and ħ is the reduced Planck constant. When charge carriers are scattered by acoustic phonons, we can assume r = -½ in Equation (2). 31 At 300 K, these equations suggest a density of state effective mass of m* = 1.25m 0 for pure BST, where m 0 is the free charge carrier mass. Alternatively, if we assume a non-parabolic band structure, in which r = ½, the m* relation with carrier concentration can be defined as :
where ߚ is a non-parabolic coefficient (assumed to be 0.1). This gives a density of state effective mass of m* = 0.68m 0 .
These m* values were used to plot Pisarenko lines in Figure  4 (b) that demonstrate carrier concentration dependence of the Seebeck coefficient in degenerate semiconductors via the following equation:
This plot clarifies the electronic transport behaviour difference in pure BST and BST/ where the authors concluded that getting further from the Pisarenko line is attributed to enhanced energy filtering effect and scattering phenomena at the interfaces.
Moreover, increasing the Sb 2 O 3 nanoparticles content from 0 to 4 wt.% resulted in a decrease in the density of state effective mass. However, the rate of decrease in m* was slower than that of ‫‬ ு in Equation (7), which eventually resulted in an improvement of the Seebeck coefficient. The change in effective mass of the nanocomposites indicates a resonant distortion of the electronic density of states (eDOS) around the Fermi level, since the eDOS is directly related to m*. 35 It is known that the optimum electronic performance of a thermoelectric semiconductor depends on the weighted mobility, μ(m*/m 0 ) 3/2 , which includes both the charge carrier mobility (μ) and density-of-states effective mass. 37 Figure 4(c) shows a comparison of the Seebeck coefficient vs. hole mobility and weighted mobility in pure BST and nanocomposite samples at room temperature. It is seen that nanocomposites with higher Sb 2 O 3 content (up to 4 wt.%) had larger carrier mobility, due to the reduction of carrier concentration as well as interfacial filtering of low-energy carriers. In addition, the right panel in Figure 4 (c) suggests that the maximum thermoelectric power factor (PF) should be observed in BST/4 wt.% Sb 2 O 3 samples followed by 6, 2, and 1 wt.% samples. Figure 4 (e) shows a clearer trend in electrical conductivity decline by increasing the nanoparticle concentration at room temperature. There was a maximum reduction of 10.1 % in electrical conductivity of the pure BST after adding 6 wt.% Sb 2 O 3 at room temperature, and this difference became larger at higher temperatures and reached 18.5 % at 475 K. Electrical conductivity of a p-type semiconductor depends on its carrier concentration and mobility, described as ߪ ൌ ߤ. ‫.‬ ݁, in which ݁ is the charge of the carriers. By adding Sb 2 O 3 nanoparticles up to 4 wt.% to the BST matrix, the carrier concentration decreased, but the carrier mobility increased (at a slower rate). As a result, the electrical conductivity decreased mainly due to the reduction of carrier concentration which occurred due to a bandstructure mismatch between the matrix material and the nanoparticles. 38, 39 To determine the electronic transport efficiency of a thermoelectric material the power factor is used, which is calculated by the Seebeck coefficient and electrical conductivity as ‫ܨܲ‬ ൌ ߪܵ ଶ . The temperature dependence of the power factor of the BST alloy and its nanocomposites are shown in Figure 4 (f). It is noticed that the PF of all the samples decrease with temperature. In general, adding Sb 2 O 3 nanoparticles up to 4 wt.% increased the PF, but the 6 wt.% sample had smaller PF than the 4 wt.% sample at all tested temperatures. The PF of the 1 wt.% sample was slightly lower than that of the pure BST up to 325 K due to the large decline of the electrical conductivity after adding Sb 2 O 3 nanoparticles to the matrix. But at higher temperatures, the PF of the 1 wt.% sample was compensated by the higher Seebeck coefficient.
There was a 14% improvement in the PF of the 4 wt.% sample Please do not adjust margins
Please do not adjust margins at room temperature as compared to the BST alloy, and this enhancement was as large as 34% at 425 K. Figure 5 represents the thermal transport properties of pure BST and BST/Sb 2 O 3 nanocomposites as a function of temperature. As shown in Figure 5a , the total thermal conductivity (K tot ) of all samples gradually decreased with temperature, and after reaching a minimum point it increased. Adding Sb 2 O 3 nanoparticles decreased K tot in the whole tested temperature range, and by increasing the Sb 2 O 3 content, K tot decreased further. In the 6 wt.% Sb 2 O 3 sample, there was a 5.2% decline of K tot at room temperature as compared to pure BST. This trend was escalated at higher temperatures and reached 14.5% at 475 K. The lowest value of K tot for the pure BST was observed at 325 K, however by addition of Sb 2 O 3 nanoparticles, minimum K tot gradually shifted to 325 K and 350 K. This means that he bipolar effects were moved to higher temperatures in the nanocomposite samples.
To further analyse the thermal properties of the samples, the total thermal conductivity was separated into two components, electronic thermal conduction (K e ) and lattice (phonon) thermal conduction (K lat ). The electronic component of thermal conductivity was calculated from the WiedmannFranz's law, describes as ‫ܭ‬ ൌ ‫.ܮ‬ ߪ. ܶ, in which, ‫ܮ‬ is the Lorenz number, calculated using the Fermi integral function ( Figure  5(b) ). 40 Figure 5(c) shows that the electronic component of thermal conductivity decreases significantly by adding Sb 2 O 3 nanoparticles, which could be due to the intensified carrier scattering/filtering by the newly generated BST/Sb 2 O 3 interfaces/potential barriers in the microstructure. 17, 19, 20, 41 Moreover, in general K e decreased with temperature in all samples. The observed exception was related to pure BST and 1 wt.% nanocomposite whose K e slightly increased after 425 K.
The phononic component of thermal conductivity however showed a different trend, that is K lat marginally increased up to 375 K and then escalated rapidly at higher temperatures ( Figure 5 (d) ). At room temperature, the nanocomposite samples had a larger K lat than pure BST, suggesting that Sb 2 O 3 nanoparticles did not have a positive impact on phonon scattering. However at higher temperatures, K lat of the nanocomposites was smaller than that of pure BST. Earlier research shows that reduction of K lat in nanocomposites strongly depends on the size of nanoparticles, and vigorous phonon scattering could be observed when the particle size is smaller than 10 nm. 42 As the size of the dispersed Sb 2 O 3 nanoparticles in this work was in the order of 10s of nanometres, the electrons were more strongly scattered than phonons; hence, the electronic component of thermal conductivity had a bigger contribution in reduction of total thermal conductivity in BST/Sb 2 O 3 nanocomposites.
The thermoelectric figure of merit (ZT) is a measure of the competition between electronic transport (i.e. power factor) and thermal transport (i.e. total thermal conductivity). The temperature dependence of ZT for pure BST and its nanocomposites is shown in Figure 6 (a). In general, nanocmposite samples had a higher ZT than pure BST due to their simultaneous power factor enhancement and thermal conductivity reduction. The only exception was related to 1 wt.% samples that had a slightly lower ZT than pure BST up to 325 K. 
Conclusions
In summary, p-type BST/X wt.% Sb 2 O 3 (X= 0, 1, 2, 4, 6) nanocomposite disks were fabricated from a mixture of microand nano-sized BST powders blended with Sb 2 O 3 nanoparticles, and consolidated by spark plasma sintering. The simultaneous optimisation of electrical and thermal properties was achieved by controlling the Sb 2 O 3 content in the microstructure of the nanocomposites. Electrical conductivity decreased (max 18 %) after adding Sb 2 O 3 nanoparticles to the microstructure due to decline in charge carrier concentration. But, the enhancement of Seebeck coefficient (up to 24 %) and power factor (up to 34 %) due to low-energy hole filtering effect compensated for that, and improved the ZT values up to 39% at room temperature and 53% at 450 K. A peak ZT of 1.51 was obtained at 350 K by addition of 4 wt.% Sb 2 O 3 nanoparticles to the BST alloy. A unique feature of this research was the time-dependent ZT measurements on BST/Sb 2 O 3 nanocomposites, which demonstrated the stability of the products at ambient condition over a 24-month course.
A maximum of 6.6 % reduction in the ZT value was observed in 
